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Oh Craps!

Casino ·Night Brings Out the Big Spenders
Oq Friday, September II , the.law school
lobby was transformed into a den of iniquity, an inferno of raging sin and fl. dam
good time. The naug' disappeared , the
staid rugs were hidden away and strange
twists of crepe paper blocked the usual
. views of parking lot and patio. The Public
Service Fund made the same old same old ·
into a Vegas-inspired fantasy. Blackjack,
Rou Jette, Poker and Craps were the games
of the evening and the law school was
playing.
Student and faculty volunteers, bedecked in casino-style finery ruled the pits
for an evening of gambling, fellowship and
libations amongst the law school students
and faculty.
Well-studied on· even the Byzantine
rules of craps, the volunteer dealers were
as close to pros as it gets without a Native
American tribe affiliation. Especially notable were the skills of craps afficionado
Mike DeFricke, wl;lose last-minute entry
into the ranks of dealers belied his obvious
Players hope to win big from deaJer Josh Whitley(far right).
experience of the darker arts.
Presented with chips and Reveley
bucks at the door, patrons could risk it all,
partake of some noxiously cheap beer or
nosh on snacks at the strangely nonseasonal snack table (munchies were presented in red heart-shaped cake pans,
justified by Deanna Griffith-Kucler(3 L) as
"representing one-quarter of the deck
anyway").
,
The turnout was good, though
strangely bereftofthird-yearstudents with
a total3 L attendance of only 17. However,
the much-maligned first-year class came
out in heretofore record numbers, showing 32 in attendance. The second-year
class proved that it cared less about getting jobs or scoring a moot court berth
than about having a good time, showing
up the other classes with 45 in attendance.
Faculty appeared sporadically, with 7 com- Casino Night attendees dance the night away. Erika Kroetch and Neil J.P. Seifring parter up, while Gary "Otto" Lotridge
ing out to play with the students.
dances with himself.
·
The crowd uncharacteristically
and another got busted, but spirits were
showed up at the beginning of the event, splendor of the Vegas scene.
generally high as most found a willing loan
of
abandon
was
the
Fueling
the
mood
nine o'clock, and stayed until the party
when
the chips ran dry.
always-addictive
opportunity
to
gamble
was removed from the lobby by willing,
D ue to computer probA
strange
and random variety of door
the
night
away.
Normally
reserved
stubut tired, volunteers ..
lems beyond the control
An impromptu dance floor broke out, dents wore glazed looks of obsessive con- prizes were given away, including free
of any mere mortals, The
fueled by the largely retro dance collection centration at the tables, focusing so intently golf, a wine rack, movie rentals bowling
on the dealers as to frighten a less intrepid games and several t-shirts. Casino Night,
that fueled the disco fires.
Amicus was unable to
co-chaired by Jessica Arons (2L) and
As surreal a sight as it seemed to have group of volunteers.
publish its las.t issue.
Loud exclamations of exultation and Kevin Kenneally (2L), grossed $S42.75
da!)cing in the law school, the cutting-aand
netted
about
$650.
Total
attendance
deep
groans
of
disappointment
filled
the
rug contingent only grew as the night
This issue covers everyprogressed, fueled, one must assume, by air as the participants fooled themselves was 101.
thing we missed.
Co-Chair Jessica Arons stated, "we
into believing that this was more than
the plentiful available refreshments.
We apologize.
The only frankly frightened looks came twelve dollars worth of funny money at want to thank everyone for coming out,
especially
the
volunteers,
without
whom
stake.
Piles
of
chips
slowly
dwindled
and
from the unsuspecting students stumbling
out of the library into the bacchanalian then suddenly exploded as one got lucky we could not have had this success."

______________,

,_
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From the Editor's Desk:

If Money Talks, What Does Your PSF Donation ·Say?
A few of you have mentioned, and maybe a few more welcomed, as are responding columnists.
I suggest you read that interview along with the "Legal
have noticed, that the September 21 issue of the Amicus
Perhaps a related issue is the difficulty of fmding and Realist" column and see how y·ou reconcile the two. Think
ne:ver made an appearance.
the reality of accepting a job in the public service sector. about how PSF fits into what you want your law school to
First, I would like to offer my personal apology, be- There are a few of the larger firms who keep a pro bono be, and if you believe that PSF is doing its job impartially
cause the choice not to publish that issue was entirely attorney on the payroll, but for the most part, if you want and fairly, or if it is hopelessly weighted toward causes near
mine.
to use your legal training to improve mankind's condi- to the liberal community's heart.
Next I would like to explain why. We have been, for the tion, you are not so likely to improve your own financial
Ask your friends who were funded by PSF what they
past who-knows-how-many years, publishing cin a single, condition.
did this summer, how the funding process worked and if
extremely unreliable486 computer. The week before the
Being an out~of-state student makes this particularly they think they could have gotten funding for a cause that
last issue was due, we had stories ready, pictures ready difficult, since servicing out-of-state loans after law was the polar opposite of what they did. Should PSF reflect
and ideas at hand, but the computer had fmally done its school is significantly rriore difficult than paying off in- the values of the law school community? Should it reflect
last. Afflicted with an apparently ipcurable virus, the 486 state tuition bills. One can easily pay in-state tuition with the PSF board? Should it be value-neutral? These are
has been laid to rest for the time being.
a SUflli!ler job. Out of state tuition is another matter important questions that you should know your opinion
· The good news is that, by the time the486 bit the dust, entirely. When you have $700 a month going out as soon on before you decide whether or not to give money to PSF.
v.:e had a new computer ordered and had only to wait (and
as you graduate from law school, your job·choices are Write to us here at the Amicus and let us know what you
wait) to have it installed and set up : Our new, big, fast, suddenly limited to those that allow you to pay that bill think, and what you fmd out. Let us hear about your
fancy computer is officially installed in theAmicusoffice, and eat.
personal experiences. We will be running some " How I
ready to go at moment's notice. We also have two new
Most jobs will supply either a) the necessities -- spent my PSF-funded summer" articles in this and future
scanners, one a flat-bed and the other a photo/negative/ .food , clothing, shelter; orb) tuition payments, but very issues, so read them carefully and decide if you think that
slide scanner.
few entry level public interest jobs can do both. So this is how PSF money should be spent, or if it is any·
By the way, if any ofyou out there have any experience unless we out-of-state students want to move back in business of yours how PSF money is spent.
in Photoshop or with scanners, especially if you know a with our parents (I'm sure .that somebody has parents
PSF's Casino Night was a few weeks ago . After
little bit about Pagemaker, we would really like to hear from who still smile·when they see their kids coming home countless hours of work and organization, it came off
you. Those of you who know me can imagine the laden with possessions) or sleep in a cardboard box, it's quite smoothly and raised some money. The turnout
predicaments I can create with all this new technology. So the real world for us. We go to work for the man and try was good as far as the I L and 2L classes were
send reinforcements-- fast.
to fit in a little bit of community service on the rare concerned, but the 3Ls were shockingly absent, as they
On a more universally applicable topic, this issue weekends the man gives us off.
'
have been from most of the social functions of the year.
introduces the first debate of the year surrounding the
Realistically, how does PSF help out-of-state stuFall From Grace is approaching and I hope that all of
Pu bl ic Service Fund. In Joe Grogan's "Legal Realist" dents? Well, about all you can get, aside from a summer the classes will remember that a party is only fun if
column, you will fmd a legitimate, ifstrangely approached, paycheck, is a chance to make some cormections in your people show up. I have faith that Fall From Grace will
gripe about PSF -- too liberal.
chosen area of practice so that maybe you can get a bring us all out of the woodwork, however, because
Apparently (and I can't claim any knowledge of what slightly better than entry level job upon graduation. Is nobody wants to have to hear all that juicy gossip
goes on in conservative circles besides a vast, right-wing that worth your money?
second-hand, and honestly, Fall From Grace is always,
conspiracy) there are conservatives who are just as
To my mind, yes, but I have a fairly well-established always fun.
interested in making the world a bette_r place as the liberals. bias in favor of those who choose to do something for
Read the SBA announcements from SBA PresidentJeff
However, the conservatives have more trouble getting others rather than start building a career in the conven- Timmers and SBA Vice-PresidentDoug Dziak(who better
paid for their altruism.
tional manner. Does that mean I am going to work in the to put in charge of the vice that erupts from Fall From
Read Mr. Grogan's-article, stew about it a little bit, and public service sector? Hell no, what am I, crazy? The Grace?) tor details on the big dance. Also, be sure and buy
start talking about it. It is an important issue that should thought of paying my loans with a conventional job your tickets ahead of time, because some really silly rules
be addressed, whether it is true or merely a mistaken causes a cold sweat to break out all over my body and have been implemented by the College, which will make it
perception . Let us hear from you --l~tters to the editor are makesmewanttochangemy nameandmovetoacountry a real pain in the rear to get tickets the day of the party.
with no extradition.
Finally, I offer my congratulations to the Institute ofBill
However, I support the choice ofthose of Rights Law for another successful Supreme Court
who are willing to sacrifice Prada bags and Preview and urge anyone who didn't make it to the event
Blahnik shoes for a shot at making someone itself to keep an eye on C-Span for replays ofthe big event.
else's life better. Will I give a day in the Those who didn't make itthis year should defmitely go next
spring? Yep. Much as I gripe and moan year.
\Villiam & Mary School ofLaw
about this law school, and I do gripe and
You will never again have the chance to get so many
Williamsburg, Virginia 23187
(757) 221-3582
P. 0 . Box 8795
moan, I appreciate what I am getting out of well-informed people in the san1e place and ask one of
it and where this degree will take me.
those rambling ludicrous questions yo~ ask in classes. It's
"Dedicated to the complete and objective reporting of student
news and opinion"
In a visiting professor interview with funny how, no matter how long a journalist has been
Stephen Ware, Professor Ware addresses covering the legal beat a really awful law student can still
E<j itor: Dana Loftis
what he sees as the educational bargain we make his or here es just glaze right over.
Managing Editor: Chris Garber
students get out of Marshall-Wythe.
Reporters:
Joe Grogan
Sara W. Hirsch
CHOI
SPENDS
SUMMER
DEFENDING
THE
PUBLIC
Sung W. Choi
SariBenmeir
from
5
Rob Perez
JeffPolich
Mark Ramos
JeffYeates
drinks after work and great conversations over lunch. The fellow clerks were easy-going as well.
We bounced ideas off of each other, accompanied each other on witness interviews and runs to
Senior International Editor:
the localjail to meet with clients.
·
Robert Lettington
I am thankful that I had an opportunity to provide assistance to people who deserved excellent
representation.
Editorial Policy
Without the Public Defender's office, the scales ofcriminal justice woUld be uncomfortably oneThe letters and opin ion pages of The Amicus are dedicated to all
sided. Therefore I appreciate their work. My small contribution to their efforts was made possible
student opini on regardless of fo rm or content. The Amicus reserves the
through funding from the Public Service Fund at William and Mary.
right to edit for spelling and grammar. but not content.
Overall, my experience was challenging and reassuring. There was plenty of work, yet I never
Letters to the Editor may not necessarily retlect the opinion of the
felt completely overwhelmed. In addition, most ofthe attorneys maybe even all ofthem were great
ne,,·spaper or its staff. All letters to the Editor should be submitted by 5
p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication . The Amicus will not print a
human beings. They were d?wn-to-earth, fun loving people who enjoyed a victory in the courtroom
Jetter '"ithout confirmation of the author's name. We may. however,
and agonized over conservative ru lings on motions and strict sentencing guidelines.

a

The Amicus

withhold the name on request. Letters over 500 words may be returned to
the writer with a request that the letter be edited for the sake of space.
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A PSF Hummer Experience

I

know

what

I

did

last

summer

ByJudWelle(2L)

alon_e made this job above average. The
educational emphasis ofthe program, how- ·
Thispastsummer,PSFfundingallowed ever, made the experience outstanding.
me to work as an intern at the United States
In lieu ofa paycheck, we received conAttorney' s Office in Newark, New Jersey. sideration for our efforts in unique and
This office employed 90 Assistant United enlightening ways.
First, interns were encouraged to obStates Attorneys (AUSA's) and prosecuted a broad spectrum of criminal cases serve court proceedings as often as they
including-drug conspiracies, frauds, immi- wanted. Second, a speaker series congration violations, organized crime and ducted over brown bag lunches exposed
publicofficialcorruption.
interns to professionals both inside and
Overall, my job was fun, educational outside the office. Third, wegotoutofthe
and very rewarding. Had I been a conven- office on occasion dui-ing field trips to
tiona! paid employee, I doubt very much sites of interest such as the FBI offices,
thaticouldmaketheseclaimswithequiva- U.S. Customs' drug interdiction operalent enthusiasm.
tions at Newark International Airport and
Generally, interns researched and wrote the ATF shooting range.
memoranda and briefs. In addition, a few ·
Ultimately, the I 0-week program coninterns, myself included, were ·selected to eluded with a mock trial through which the
work alongside attorneys preparing for interns hon~d their trial prep, witness extrial. Once part of the trial team, interns amination and trial advocacy skills. The
performedvarioustasks,rangingfrompre- trial problem required us to prepare our
paring exhibits to providing criticism to the cases with difficult witnesses (role~played
attorneys as they practiced their jury by seasoned AUSA ' s who were intent on
speeches.
turning the tables on us), to argue motions
I worked on the prosecution of an and to fry the hypothetical case in a federal
alleged cyber-stalking, pedophile who e- courtroom.
mailed child pornography to an individual
Interns received substantial feedback
in Arizona in an effort to entice that person on their efforts from supervising attorneys
to produce his eleven year-old stepson for and from a "jury," comprised of staff per- _
a deviant rendezvous. When the defen- sonnel.
dant arrived fo_r this liaison, he learned,
Asirecallthisgreatsetofexperiences,
rather abruptly, that the boy did not exist, l also feel the need to disclose the fact that
except as part of a Jaw enforcement sting PSF funding was the sine qua non of my
operation.
decision to apply to this internship proIn connection with this case, I worked gram.
on a brief arguing that the defendant was
Summers in law school are opportunimentally competent to stand trial, a re- ties to satisfy two needs: acquiring legal
guest for jury instructions and various experienceandmitigatingthesizeofone's
memoranda regarding the insanity de- student debt. For one uninterested in
Jud Welle (2L) enjoys oneoftheside benefitsofhis PSF-funded summer job, shooting
fense . I also readied exhibits, transcribed private firms, these factors are often at
lessons courtesty ofthe Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Note that Welle
recorded phone calls and assisted with odds with one another. Programs like PSF
counters the ATF agent's bureau t-shirt with a PSF shirt of his own.
witness preparation.
. effectively neutralize this conflict.
The high-quality work assignments

Tbank Youiiiii
Tbe William. &Mary Public Service Fund would like. to tbank tbe folloWinq
businesses for tbeir qenerous support of casino.Niqbt:
Peking, Guiseppe's, Town & Country Cleaners, Beethoven's Inn, Sal's ·by Victor,
Winn-Dixie, Band Box, Bikesmith, Williamsburg Bowl, The Campus Shop, The
Fresh Market, J.M. Randall's, Berret's/River's Inn, Manhattan Bagel,
Williamsburg National Golf Course, Food Lion, Yukon Steakhouse, Outback
Steakhouse, Second Street/Polo Club, Olive Garden; Rosie Rumpe's Regal Dumpe,
Williamsburg Winery~ The Amicus
and the Faculty, Staff & Students of the William & Mary School of Law

Special Tllanks to B!RBRI for sponsorinq casino Niqllt
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Ware dares to compare there Cumberland to here
By Dana Loftis
Visiting Professor Stephen J. Ware is
here to teach Secured Transactions and
Bankruptcy to Marshall-Wythe students.
What he is also doing, though, is comparing the students, faculty and programs
here to those at Cumberland School of
Law, at Samford University.
Professor Ware finds that the student
body here suits him. He noticed the difference right away, though.
"The student body here strikes me as
more academically advanced than what l
am used to. Part of that can be explained
by the obvious, UiA T scores and the like,
but part of it is a worldliness and sophistication that I particularly notice in a business-oriented course like Secured
Transactions."
Ware continued by say ing that, contrary to popular opinion, this academic
prowess ahd real-world experience does
not come, "at the price of being nice
people."
Already recruited to judge the upcoming Moot Court tournament, Professor
Ware looks forward to the opportunity for
further comparison, having judged moot
court tournaments at Cumberland.
On the upheaval that has resulted from
the revolving-door dean and faculty situation of the past few years at MarshallWythe, Ware comments, " I've seen or
sensed some turmoil, understandably, from
dean turnover and faculty departures. It's
inevitable that those things will have a
negative effect, but nobody should lose
sight ofhow good it is here. Look at what
this education costs and what the diploma
does for you in the job market. It's a huge
positive; the negative things are only temporary. People who come in next year
won't see those negatives."

Stephen Ware is a man who believes in
what he does, and in the ability ofthe lega1
education system to adjust to the needs of
its graduates. More important, Professor
Ware believes " that ideas matter."
Professor Ware has an article coming
out in theMinnesotaLaw Review, his fifth
published article, which he calls his " breakthrough article."
" I feel like I' verisen to the level where
I'm saying something new and important.
· That' s really my goal. I wantto be the sort
of scholar wlio really has an impact on the
law." Ware expressed his excitement in a
decidedly unacademic manner by saying,
''I' m really psyched about it."
Ware is eager to discuss Marshall- Visiting Professor Stephen J. Ware.
Wythe with students. A dedicated aca- the importance of the enterprise in which profession, I think that there is a perception that your [Legal] Skills program is on
demic, he believes in what he does and is we are engaged.!'
eager to hear opinions on what works and
The decidedly boyish-looking Ware the right track, i!i what we should all be
what doesn ' t in law school. As far as continued, "Another reason, and one that trying to do."
faculty is concerned, Professor Ware feels may no longer matter since I may have
When asked about life in Williamsburg,
that it is important to hav~ meaningful enough grey hair now, is that it is really Ware readily admits that this is his first
contact with the student body, comment- awkward to be confused with a student." small-town experience. Having lived in
ing that, " People have to be involved and
Idealistic in his view of law school in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and now
engaged: It's hard to measure how that general, Ware defends the institution of Birmingham, Professor Ware has lived in
affects the studentS, but it is an important law school as the best available way to -cities ofall sizes, as long as they are big. He
attribute, and one that should be consid- teach a way of thinking, but makes no claims to be adjusting to Williamsburgjust
ered." He especially believes that a faculty bones about the fact that, " law school, fine, but recognizes that with the presence
member' s level of involvement with stu- what we do in classes, is not the best way of the college and the hordes of tourists,
dents is one of the factors that should be to give students the greatest amount of this is not a typical small town.
considered in making hiring and tenure knowledge."
Still based in Birmingham, Ware flies
decisions.
Instead, Professor Ware says that he home every weekend to see his wife and
Those who attend Professor Ware' s tries to use his classes as a way to teach kids. He sympathizes with the students at
classes may notice that he is one of a students, "how to use the la~in an analyti- Marshall- Wythe, though, for the Jack of
handful of faculty at Marshall-Wythe who cal way. There is no other profession with recreational variety in Williamsburg. Howwear a suit to class every day. Questioned the clarity ofthinking and skill in analysis" ever, Professor Ware·claims that realistithat practitioners of the legal profession cally, it isn 'tthat much different attending
about this, Professor Ware responded:
a big-city law school.
"That's true at Cumberland, too. I have possess.
"I really don't see that we took advanan intellectual rationalization for it. My
Although Ware concedes that skills
professors in law school, the ones that I such as drafting, interviewing and coun- tage of the resources available to us. We
admired, always wore a suit to class. That' s seling clients and negotiating are best really went to the same two or three hangpart of it. Another part is that [wearing a taught by apprenticeship, he says that, outs all the time, anyway.';
suit to class] is onewaythat I try to convey "out in the world, at Cumberland and in the

PSF Summer Experience

Job benefits law student as well as society
By Sung W. Choi
I spent my I L summer working at the Alexandria, Virginia
Public Defender's Office.
Public Defenders represent
indigent clients charged with
traffic and/or criminal offenses
that are potentially jail-able.
The Alexandria office is comprised of eleven attorneys,
three support staffers and one
investigator.
Most of the . attorneys are
assigned cases based upon their classification as a felony,
misdemeanor, traffic and/or a juvenile and domestic
relation ' s lawyer. These designations are made through
either seniority or personal choice.
At the office, I worked mainly under a felony attorney
named Jeff Barbour. Jeff is a no-nonsense attorney with
a heart of gold. At ftrst glance, clients as well as law clerks
could easily mistake him for an undercover police office.
Upon further observation, however, everyone realizes
that he is a champion litigator for indigent clients. His
minimalist office is comprised ofdozens ofmini-audiocas-

1"!""'....,.,,....•.,_.~-.,.. .....,.......,.,..,

sette tapes aligned in neat rows at the edge of his desk,
a finger-painting composed by a fellow attorney' s son, a
Radio Shack-esque tuner and a certificate mounted in a
cheap frame that alludes to his participation in a student
group at Harvard Law School.
I started my ten week clerkship confident that I would
see criminal law in action. I was not disappointed. From
the outset, there was work to be done. Clients needed
representation and attorneys needed clerks for legwork
as well as mindwork. I spent about half of my time
conducting factual investigations.
I interviewed dozens of witnesses, including clients,
complaining witnesses, police officers and expert witnesses. I researched medical issues such as shaken baby
syndrome and vaginal scarring patterns in raped children.
The other half ofthe summer was spent analyzing legal
issues. I was involved in cases dealing with murder, rape,
attempted malicious wounding, possession of cocaine
with the intent to distribute, grand larceny automobile and
credit-card theft. The attempted malicious wounding
case hinged upon the intent element.
One of the possession with intent to distribute cases
involved writing an appeal petition based on a sufficiency
of the evidence argument. The credit-card case touched

upon the "single larceny doctrine."
. In another. case, we succeeded in preventing the
prosecution from including damage costs in a postconviction order by literally interpreting Rule I : 1 of the
Virginia Supreme Court Rules.
In addition to work, I also watched.
I did a lot of watching.
Spending time in the courtrooms was invaluable.
learned litigation techniques, the attitudes of the judges,
the demeanors of the various deputy sheriffs and countless other lessons . By observing, I was able to picture
myself as a litigator, and that view -seemed potentially
rewarding.
The office initiated other rewarding learning activities.
All the law clerks participated in weekly instructions on
all the major aspects of a trial . We started off with an
introduction on voir dire and ended with individual closing arguments at the Circuit Court in Alexandria, Virginia
As for social life, e\;'ery week attorneys, staff and
clerks would take time after work to be friends . I enjoyed
a night of bowling, get-togethers at an attorney ' s home,

See

CHOI

on
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1998-99 Bla ckstone Lecture

Mees·e looks at history of an-t itrust
law from a historical perspective
By Sara W. Hirsch

On Tuesday, September 15, Professor Meese delivered the 1998-99 Blackstone Lecture to a standing-room
only crowd. The lecture attracted a wide variety ofpeople,
including students of all years, professors and the proud
parents and wife of Professor Meese.
A graduate of the College of William and Mary,
Professor Meese went on to receive his law degree from
the University ofChicago and served as a judicial clerk for
two very prominent Q1embers ofthe legal community: the
Honorable Frank H. Easterbrook and Justice Antonin
Scalia. A cherished member of the faculty by many
students, Professor Meese has taught Contracts, Corporations, Antitrust and Economic Analysis at William and
Mary.
Meese began by acknow !edging the importance of the
support he has received from his parents and wife over the
years, which received applause by members of the audi~
ence.
Meese explained that the present theory of antitrust
embraces the concept of freedom from contract and that
.·regulation is generally acceptable to prevent a broad
range of restraints on trade. 'Professor Meese ' s lecture
examined "Liberty and Antitrust in the Formative Era,"
which spanned the years 1890 to 1903.
Meese contrasted the prevailing thoughts on antitrust in.the Formative Era with those of the present day, ·
and also with those that existed before the Formative Era.
Before the Sherman Antitrust Act was passed, which
marked the beginning ofthe Formative Era, the prevailing
thoughts on antitrust were based on the "Classicist"
paradigm.
The lecture began with a thorough discussion of
the theories and bases for the classicist paradigm. That
paradigm was popular from 1776 untill890, the beginning
of the Formative Era. Classicist though twas based on the
notion that most firms were of equal size, entrepreneurs
were motivated only by a desire to maximize profits, and
that no barriers to entry existed. The theory of the
classicists was that no regulation was necessary because
finns ofequal size (horizontal carte ls) wou ld be unable to
drive prices up (which would harm consumers). There
were only two exceptions when classicists would al!ow
regulation: First, when the state conferred an advantage
on the firm (such as railroad companjes receiving the
power of eminent domain) and second, when firms were
engaged in price-fixing and boycotts.
Classicists believed that liberty from contract
had no role to play in defining the role of state regulation.
The ability of firms to freely contract was only regulated
if it resulted in prices higher than their "natural level"
which p~oduced tangible economic harm to the public.
Whether regulation was appropriate, it was thought,
did not tum on how the contracts might restrain the
freedom of individuals or firms. This school of thought
places great confidence in the proper working of the free
market and the "invisible hand." Adam Smith, who wrote
famous "Wearth ofNations," was an early classicist, as
was· Thomas Cooley, a famous torts scholar.
The beginning of the Formative Era began in 1890
when the Sherman Antitrust Act was passed. Antitrust
statutes tend to limit individual rights and expand state
coercion. Up to this point, the prevailing thought was that
firms should be free from any government regulation in
most cases, and that there was no such thing as "freedom

Professor Alan Meese

from contract."
_ Until1890, freedom ofcontract was the order of the
day. The Sherman Act prohibited contracts that were " in
restraint of trade" and rej ected the classical paradigm by
prohibiting horizontal cartels. Congress seemed to be
concerned with liberty from contract. _
Another classicist was Rufus Peckham, who was
appointed to the Supreme Court during the Formative Era.
He authored four Supreme Court decisions concerning
liberty and antitrust, which Professor Meese analyzed to
form his thesis for this lecture.
His thesis was that, contrary to popular scholarly
thought, Justice Pec.kham did not abandon the classicist
paradigm when interpreting the Shennan Antitrust Act.
According to Meese, the legal community misinterpreted
his opinions. His opinions instead embraced the vision
ofliberty ofcontract that only allowed regulation that fell
within the state ' ~ police power, which consisted only of
the power to prevent tangible economic harm .
Professor Meese analyzed some early case law interpreting the Sherman Antitrust Act during the Formative
Era. He concluded that Justice Peckham ' s opinions
concerning the Act have been misunderstood . Because
interpretation ofthe Act close to the date of its enactment
should be given special consideration, Meese posited
that a fresh look needs to be taken at what that interpretation really was.Justice Peckham relied on the classicist paradigm,
which Meese believes was also relied upon by Congress
at the time the Sherman Act was passed. Thus, Meese
argw:ed, the notion that there should be an expansive
view of the Sherman Antitrust Act and that there is such
thing as liberty from contract is not supported by a close
analysis of the early case law following the Act, particularly those opinions authored by Justice Peckham. Meese

said that the Supreme Court during the Formative Era did
not abandon the classicist paradigm; they just applied the
same principles in different circumstances.
Justice Peckham ' s opinions allowed regulation when
the firms ' activities resulted in prices that went above the
"natural level". The justification for preventing prices
from climbing that high is twofold: distributional concern
and allocative efficiency. High prices are unfavorable
because they are bad for the individual consumer and
decrease society' s wealth . Although it is unclear which
Peckham focused on, both those concerns were certainly
in the back of his head as he authored many antitrust
opinions during the Formative Era.
Peckham was very supportive of leaving open the
freedom to contract, and limitfng regulation and state
coercion, said Meese. Peckham felt that business capital
would move to its most effective .use if the "channels"
(wheels of commerce) were left open. Contrary to those
who interpreted his decisions during the Formative Era
broadly, Peckham only recommended interference by
· r.egulatwn when the channels did not appear to be flowing
smoothly. .
The four Peckham decisions Meese analyzed are
briefly summarized as follows :
T ransMissouri - most scholars think this meant a
broad per se rule against horizontal price fixing, but
Peckum really announced a much narrower rule, premised
on the fact that railroads were conferred with special
benefits by the state in the form ofeminent domain power.
The state created a barrier to entry, so the contracts were
in restraint of trade.
US v. Joint Traffic Assoc. - the thought here was that
the Act only outlaws direct restraints of trade, not indin!ct, so ordinary contracts, which only affect things
indirectly, are not covered by the Act - but the problem
was that scholars assumed that horizontal price fixing
qualified as a "direct restraint of trade".
US v. Hopkins - here the bylaws of a livestock exchange were cha:Jlenged because they interfered with
trade, and that is just as offensive as contracts that
interfere with trade- but Peckham did not consider this a
valid argument
Addison Pipe- freedom of contract was said not to
include the right to restrain trade . The issue was whether
the contract/agreement would lead to prices higher than
the natura Vcompetitive level. The answer, on the basis of
this limited fact situation in which the bid rigging took
place in secret, was yes. Justice Peckham Meese posits,
only meant to have the Act apply to cases in which it was
necessary to prevent harm to the public, not when the
contract had the amorphous effect of restraining liberty.
Although these opinions may not be wholly consistent with a 38-page dissent Peckh_am wrote in the Budd
case before his Supreme Court appointment, that is due
to the fact that changing times can bring changing application in principle, not explicit, but it
implied, and the
facts changed between the cases, but the principle did
not.
He also cited 'Lochner v. US (which for all those that
paid any attention in con law will recall as the infamous
"baker's case") in which Peckham rejected that freedom
from contract should be applied to help the individual
wage earner. What is explicit from Peckham ' s opinions
is that liberty of contract is equivalent to a constitutional
right.
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A Lett_ington Letter:

Beer

•

Ill

PSF

Casino

the Bush

By Robert Lettington
KENYA--As some of you might have noticed, but I
won't flatter my ego by pretending too many, my
random utterances have been absent from the Amicus for a while.
As ever, this is part of a grander scheme Of
things. I have reincarnated myself as the foreign
correspondent.
They do always say that if you want a decent
job then you should invent one for yourself. Of
course they also always say that when things get too
complicated at home, run to where the beer is cheaper.
Thus, I am investigating the intricate goings on in
deepest darkest Africa.
I realize that some of you will be looking for
news of war in the Congo and Sudan but as you
should know by now, I am a hunter of the deeper truths and thus concern myself
with the cutting-edge issues of conflict be~een Kenya Breweries (proud producers ofTusker-- "My country, my beer"), South African Breweries, and the small guy
up-country who guarantees to produce a brew that will make you see the light.
Some of my colleagues (yes believe it or not I have been trusted with colleagues)
and I have been deepl y researching this area on your behalf, but unfortunately not
your expense account.
We have, however, been suffering from a deep crisis. Strange feelings of
responsibility keep creeping in. 1 even reached the point the other day of saying
that I felt a strong desire to be well-behaved, noble and generally morally upright.
Before those who know me cry out in pain (Dan, this means you) let me tell you
that the conclusion to these thoughts was."ah, **** it. Let's just be completely
debauched instead. "
At this point some are surely asking how we live with ourselves and in the
immortal words of Sean Connery, I don 't. In fact, I try to give myself as wide a berth
as possible. Thus this article has become possible, and my future patronage of ·
Paul s guaranteed.
Beer is something close to the heart of your average African, in fact it's even
been rumoured to flow through their veins at one time or another. Now, I hear you
say that beer is quite close to the heart of your average law student too, but this
is where the value of your foreign correspondent comes in.
In the U.S. one might go out for a pitcher or two at Paul's on a Thursday and
in the morning complain of some interesting symptoms that can only be the fault
of the beer, never one' s own fault.
On the other hand, Kenyans take a more natural view ofthings. Beer is innocent
until proven guilty and just because you feel a bit off colour after drinking beer is
not adequate causation. Prove to me that it wasn't the cheese fries or the late night
trip to Denny's. Even if you didn ' t have any food it could well have been a freak
cloud of pollution that took its time to travel over from Chernobyl. Africa is a long
way, you know.
These beliefs can become quite extreme. There has been something of a crisis
lately with some of the locals deciding that 50 cents is a little too much for a beer,
so why not mix some bananas, fuel o il and a little sulphuric acid together instead?
This seemed to lead to a few ill effects among the imbibers, effects that Kenyans
still could not admit were the fault of the "beer."
The main one was blindness, but no, the cause couldn't be the beer. Instead,
the consensus view was that Kenya Power and Lightingmusthave just had another
power cut or were in a conspiracy to stop people drinking. So what do you do? Well,
you can still feel for your beer even if you can't see it, so you keep on drinking till
you drop dead.
_
At this very moment there are a group of Kenyans outside the Pearly Gates,
happy as can be, proudly saying that the small guy up-country really was right, his
brew will make you see the light. As a Kenyan version ofBraveheart might have
said, you may take our lives but you' II never take our Tusker!
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Liana Henry

--Robert Lettington was, at one time, a member ofthe class ofl999. He now serves
as the Amicus' Senior Foreign Editor, and in his spare time does some oddjobs
for the U.N. and the Kenyan government. Don't worry ifyou don't understand
his column. just sit back and enjoy it anyway.

Adam Casagrande

Hugh L. Harrell
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Building Addition One Step Closer to
Reality
The Virginia General Assembly approved the funding change that will allow
the new addition to the Marshall-Wythe
facility to be constructed.
The architectural fmn has been selected and schematic and design ':'I'Ork will
begin this fall,
Final drawings should be submitted to
the Virginia Department of Engineering
a:ld ~uildings by mid-January.
Already approved are classroom space,
meeting rooms, faculty offices and other
offices. Still awaiting approval are office
space, student activities space, space for
journals, moot court and study among
other uses.
Desired space has been ranked by importance by the faculty and will be ap-

(Local)

Adv~ntures

proved as room and budget allows:

William & Mary Journal of Women ami
the Law Announces New Associate Editors
Becky Silberbogen (3L), Editor-in-Chief
of the William &Mary Journal of Women
and the Law is pleased to announce the
following new associate editors for the
Journal: Amy Bauer, Stephanie Bovee,
LavondaGraham, GariJo Green, Crystal D.
Harris, Lori Hayes, Emily Hayes, 'chris
He w itt , Carole Hirsch , Mary.beth
Lenkevich, Carla Palmer, Melissa A.J>eters, Laura Rugless, Shannon Wiley and
Christina Workman.
Supreme Court Preview Looks Ahead to
NewSupremeCourtTerm
On September 25 and 26, the Institute

7

of Bill of Rights Law held the annual Su- over to Busch Athletic Fields (next to the
preme Court Preview. Attended by lead- Rec Center) and support your favorite law
ing journalists who cover the Supreme school teams .
court, the Preview started off with a draGames began yesterday, continue this
matic pre-enactment ofthe argument in the week, and will resume after fall break.
case ofChicago v. Morales, a casethatwill
In co-ree, PDP Public Offenders, who
attack the city of Chicago's use of an anti- received a first-round bye, are scheduled
loitering ordinance to break up gatherings to play·Thursday, October 15 at 9:00-p.m.
of suspected gang members.
Perras Si, who also received a bye, will take
Topics also addressed were the im- on Fat Bacon II after the PDP game on
peachment process, business, commerce -October 15.
and property, criminal law and procedure,
The winners of those two games will
civil rights, the court and the public, the meet in the co-ree "B" finals on Sunday,
direction of the court, and discussions of October 18 at 5:00p.m. If they win, the
cases that will be addressed in the upcom- teams will play again after Fall Break.
ingterm.
In Men's " B" play, Fat Bacon I will play
this Wednesday, October 7 at II :00 p.m.
Intramural Softball Playoffs to Begin
Your Mom takes on Monroe 3rd Floor
Playoffs begin this week for both mens West Tuesday, also at 11:00 p.m .
and co-ree softball teams. Make the trip

with Jeff and Rebecca

Brass crabs, ships in a bottle, cold hands,
and Titanic-- all in Newport News
ByJeffYeates

Drive down 64, take exit 258A and
continue for 2.5 miles. The museum is
' The Mariners' Museum
actually located i.n a 5 50-acre park, so you ~
100 Museum Drive
won't see the museum entrance until you
Newport News·, VA
enter the park and drive for a half-mile.
1-800-581-SAIL
Don't worry, it's well marked. In fact the
www. mariner. org
park offers a great setting for the museum.
Opendaily, 10:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
There is a five-mile walking/running trail,
a Fine Arts Center with free admission,
picnic tables, and picturesque Lake Maury.
Crowd Factor: 6.5
We didn't exactly have the museum to (We did not find out who Maury was).
Our first and primary objective was the
ourselves, but for a Saturday morning, it
museum, where we soon met Jack Fuson,
still dido 't seem very crowded.
acheerful,elderlymuseum volunteer. Jack
Expense:7
Only $5 per adult; $3 if you flash your pointed out the highlights, gave us~ map,
and pushed us-off in the right direction . (If
W&M ID, and kids 5 and under are free.
you go, be sure to look for Jack). The first
Romance:S
Except for one marvelous spot, this isn ' t gallery showcases life in the Chesapeake
really the place for kindling those fires of Bay from the Native Americans up to the
love. But because I am committed to public present. It was nice, but the most interestservice, I' will reyeal this exceptional spot ing part was watching Rebecca dodge
museum guard while touching all the -exlater.
hibits.
Overall Rating: 7.5
Rebecca still with me, -we watched a
Beautiful setting, interesting e~hibits, and
show on the Titanic. I haven't seen the
a good gift shop.
movie, but I hope it's better than this slide
Legal Questions to Ponder:
Does a 20-minute slide show in the mu- show. However, we did see several teary-·
seum theater, entitled "Titanic," infringe eyed, pre-teenage girls watching it over
on ·any copyrights related to a certain and over again.
After the slide show we moved into the
movie?
Those of you who read my last column main galleries, which featured the Age of
and were paying attention may be wonder- Exploration, Antique Motorboats, the
ing why this article isn't about Norfolk. Great Hall of Steam, and dozens of ship
Well, we didn 'tfeellike driving that far, so models. The names are a little campy, but
we settled for the Mariners' Museum in the exhibits are good. Two galleries also
Newport News instead. (I write the col- contained a "Titanic" exhibit (through
umn, I' II go where I fee.! like going. We' II do Nov. I ofthis year). My favorite pari was
Norfolk and Nauticus later). The Mari- a refrigerated hole you could stick your
ners' Museum did not disappoint. I'm not hand into, feel what it was like to be in icy
sure what else is in Newport News, butthis water like the Titanic passengers, then
measure how much your hand temperamuseum is defmitely worth a visit

ture had dropped. My hand temperature museum exhibits I've seen anywhere in the
world. Theywereallpainstakinglybuiltby
dropped 12 degrees in twenty seconds.
Meanwhile, Rebecca was enjoying re- August Crabtree, who donated them to the
covered journal entries from victims and museum in 1955. Ondisplayaresomeof
survivors. By the time she was finished the tools he used and several photos of the
reading them all, I was several galleries ships in mid-creation, including a photo of
ahead talking to Mack Harris, a Civil War his wife delicately painting a scow ling face
re-enactor dressed like a sailor on the on a half-inch tall wooden sailor. I know
Union ironclad ship, Monitor. For those of that mesmerizing and enchanting miniayou not up on your Civil War history, the ture ships sounds like a bad Legal SkillsMonitor and the CSS Virginia (ex-USS induced trip, but don't scoff until you see
Merrimac) fought the first battle of iron- it. Romance factor: 10.
clad warships in the world. Mack was very
Our final stop was a seawater-filled
generous in handing out brochures, maps, pool outside the museum . Resting on the
and do-it-yourselfpaper cutout models of bottom, still encrusted in shells and asthe Monitor, enthusiastically explaining sorted marine paraphernalia was the salthat these handouts were our tax dollars at vaged propeller from the Monitor. At least
work'. That is better than some things I can that's what the sign .said. With that thick
marine coating it could have been anythink of.
After two hours, we were nearly at the thing-a hunk ofcoral in the general shape
end ofthe exhibits. I looked on the map and of a propeller, perhaps?
realized there was one more small gallery
We ate lunch on one of the picnic
off to the side-the Crabtree miniature tables outside (very nice setting), walked
ships. Rebecca was examining some boats along part of the 5-mile trail surrounding
in bottles, so I went ahead and poked. my Lake Maury (14 pedestrian bridges and
head into the recessed gallery entrance to lots of bread-eating turtles), and on the
see if it was worth a look. I immediately ran way back to the car checked out the muback, and grabbed Rebecca, exclaiming, seum gift shop. I told
"you have got to see this."
Rebecca that if we found a nice nautical
What had so amazed me were ·several picture we could get it for our future apartglass cases of gorgeous miniature ships ment They had several attractive maps
from aro~nd the world. Whoever designed and photos, but the highlight was a $250
this gallery deserves a prize. The small bronze crab doorstop. Maybe when I get
room is completely dark except for the that $5000 signing bonus . ..
models themselves--each one seemingly
Conclusion: If you're into nautical
floating in the air, softly lit from above, stuff, and even if you're not, th'is is a fun
with mirrors and magnifying lenses inside museum . The museum only takes a few
e~ch case, showing off the unbelievable hours and there's plenty to do once you're
detail.
through. And don't miss those miniature
I'm not exaggerating when I say that ships.
these boats are one of the most beautiful
. Next issue: Nauticus and Nolfolk.
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Restaurant Review

•

Perez Eats at Tolteca; Grandma 's .Food IS
Better, but This Ain't El Paso
better than Doritos any day.
By Rob Perez
A short digressi.9n- there are two
La Tolteca is
not the greatest Toltecas. One is on Richmond Road and
Mexican food I've the other is on Second Street. The Second
ever had, but it is the Street location is a bit more hopping if
best in the ' burg. that' s whatyou' re looking for. I invariably
Admittedly, they run into someone I know when I eat there.
only compete wifu. The one on Richmond Road tends_to be
Baja Border (don 't even brirtg up Taco dead, which means that your food tends to
Bell), but hey, that 's more competition arrive quicker, but maybe you won't have
than Chez Trinh has in the Vietnamese asinuch fun . Another difference concerns
food category.
the level of service. I have never had a
When I took my grandmother there, problem with the wait staff at the Richshe did nothing but complain the whole mond Road location, but the last time I
time that the food wasn ' t prepared the way went to Second Street I ordered the en chishe likes it. If you are from the Southwest Iadas poblanas and ended up with rice,
you ' ll probably feel the same way. This beans, a tostada and a tamale (not gu ite the
isn ' t El Paso style food , so don ' t go ex- same thing). Also, the jalapeno poppers
pecting that; if you do you will be disap- Galapeiios stuffed with cream cheese,
pointed. If you don ' t, you will find that breaded and fried) come with guacamole
what you get is good food, in large por- and sour cream on Richmond Road but for
no apparent reason only with salsa on
tions, at a good price.
Like most Mexican places, they start Second Street. Since this is the best appeyou off with a bowl of warm tortilla chips tizer on the menu, the difference may be
and salsa. The sals~ is good, though not important.
There are lots of dinners to choose
very hot, and if you don't like cilantro
(what's wrong with you?) stay away. The from for under $7, perfect for a student
chips aren ' t great and are clearly made budget. The special dinners tend to be the
elsewhere and heated on the premises most substantial and thus the best value.
rather than ftesh\y fried. That said, they ~ re . TheMexicana Especialisone of the better .. l

Fashion Faux Pas:
By Sari Benmeir
I was unfortunate
enough _to have spent
my summer in this
hoppin' Burg. Due to
the general lack of entertainment in the vicinity,. I often took
strolls over to Colonial Williamsburg
and amused myself by gawking at the
tourists. ·One day, as I walked along in
the hot sun at midday (perhaps it was
the sun) it came to my attention that the
best-dressed men were wearing tricorn
hats and knee breeches. What the other
men were wearing was often appalling,
to say the least.
I. " Fanny" packs. People now wear
them in front, so I guess you can call
them "gut" packs. I often saw entire
families wearing them. The profile they
create brings to mind a small snake that
has just eaten a large rodent. It' s often
difficult to discern where the gut ends
and the gut pack begins.
2 Black socks and_dress shoes with
shorts. Don't you remember your greatuncle dressing like this? And don ' t you
remember being embarrassed to be seen
with him? There' s nothing like footwear
that makes skinny, pale legs look skinnier and paler.

3. While we're discussing footwear,
let's discuss black athletic shoes. I don ' t
understand this concept. Every time I
see them I can just picture millions of
athlete ' s foot fungi swarming around in
the guy ' s shoes as happy as can be.
4. Sandals and socks. What is the purpose for this ghastly sight in the middle
of the summer7 At least when you see
this type of attire in cooler weather, it is
partially camouflaged by ankle length
pants. (By now, you ' re probably thinking I'm obsessed with footwear. I' llhear
whispers of " Imelda" as I pass through
the lobby.)
5. Tank tops. I will admit that there are
some (although few and far between)
guys who look good in tank tops, but
unfortunately, none of them were visible at CW. I may speak for the masses
in declaring my disdain for the sight of
hirsute, sweaty, bodily crevices. (I recently realized that this is why I dislike
basketball).
6. Tight T-shirts. You know the type.
The guy has a 40- inch chest and a 60
inch "waist." The shirt is invariably black
and has a adorned with a rebel flag,
.Nascar emblem or an exhibition of first
· amendment rights.
7. Invisible belts. Often seen (or not
seen)with#6. You know, whenthe.protrusion of the stomach area extends
beyond the bounds of reason.

Negra Modelo; . it' s not always on the
menu but sometimes they have it anyway.
If you' ve never had it, it's like Dos Equis
but a bit darker and more flavorful, the l:>est
Mexican beer in my opinion.
The desserts leave much to be desired.
I'd skip them unless you really have a
sweet tooth. The flan is not bad, but then
again it' s not good. If you ' ve ever had
prepackaged flan in a plastic cup, you
$3., ·
· know what this tastes like. Fried ice cream
I tend to have a hankering for tamales is on par with Chi Chi' s for what that's
and since they take hours to make and the worth and I won ' t even deal with the
ones from a can taste about how you "Choco Taco". When I. was younger,
would think tamales from a can taste, I there was a restaurant that had sopapillas
usually try to get a combo that includes that were amazing. I loved them, they were
one or two. Again these aren 't as good as a deep fried, thin dough which ftlls with air
they could be (no com husk to peel away when fried (like beignets for those of you
for one) they are pretty good. I do have from Louisiana), sprinkled with powdered
two complaints- they are smothered in sugar, then drenched in honey. ToJteca's
chile sauce and cheese, and sometimes sopapillas aren 't like that. They are simply
they are filled with ground beefratherthan a fried flour tortilla with sugar and cinnamon. They aren 't bad, but they' re not
shredded chicken.
To me, Mexican food cries out for sopapillas.
drinks. TheMargaritaatToltecaareunforOne last note: Tolteca frequently
tunately made from a mix rather than real places coupons in the local paper and in
lime juice, but they' re okay as restaurant those ubiquitous tourist guides. DefiMargaritas go. As for beer, I suppose nitely bring one with you as you ' ll save
most folks will go for Corona with a lime . · 15% off Tolteca' s already reasonable
Personally, l don't care for that. Ask for prices.
specials with a tamale, two chicken flautas
andsomechipsinasortofsaladwithmeat,
beans, lettuce, guacamoleandsourcream.
· Though most everything at Tolteca is
pretty good, the best is the Spanish rice
(even my grandma liked it). I recommend
picking a combination that includes rice.
For a dinner on the real cheap, an order of
rice, one of beans and some flour tortillas
can make a pretty good meal for just over

Part I, The Men
8. Wrangler jeans. Also known (to me) that this very pair of underwear that he
. as " wideass" j eans . You don ' t see too was bestowing on you was the original
many Wranglers in CW, but, they are, pair of underwear that Adam donned in
unfortunately , the official jean of the the Garden ofEden after Eve ate the apple.
PRCA (Pro Rodeo Cowboy ' s Associa- I hate to burst your bubble, guys, but
tion). I went to the rodeo in Colorado "Fruit of the Loom" was not a registered
over the summer, and would have been trademarkat the time.
admiring all the cowboy butt, but those 10. Those pants that-are made up of about
scrawny, small butted cowboys were all 6.02 x 1023 little pieces of plaid fabric sewn
wearing Wrangler jeans. Wrangler jeans together in iittle squares, and each and
could make Dwight Yoakam ' s butt look every piece is a different pattern. The
wide.
strange thing about these pants is that
9. While on the subject of guy's butts, they are often seen on guys with Rolex
I might as well mention their underwear. watches getting out of pale yellow
No, I did not see many examples of Cadillac$ . .So you figure that they probunderwear exposed in CW, but I feel the ably have not been forced to piece toneed to speak out on this vital subject. gether remnants of old clothes in order to
Guys, losetheancientBVD 's!Youknow, obtain a garment to cover themselves.
. those, nasty' stretchy, white things with Besides, iftheywere lacking funds to that
the formerly elastic waistband and the extent, they would probably prefer to cover
strange "opening" in the front, that have themselves with.a barreLratherthan delibso many holes in them that it is highly erately clothe themselves with such vile
likely that you put them on a different garments.
way every time, that you have owned
Stay tuned nexttime for the fatal fashsince you were 12 when you inherited ion mistakes made by women!
them from your father after your mother
DisgruntledNASCARfans, Wrangler
tried to throw them out, but he secretly devotees, fanny pack wearers and guys
rescued them from the trash can and in ratty old BVDs can address any quesgave them to you during your first fa- tions, comments, concerns or observather/son heart to heart talk wherein he tions'to Sari Benmier care ofthe Amicus
disclosed to you that these were ex- hanging file. Please do not take matters
tremely valuable undergarments that had into your own hands and accost poorlybeen passed down from generation to dressed tourists on the streets. It will do
generation and that it was highly likely no good
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The Legal Realist

Can

a

Conservativ-e

Joe Grogan
With the recent success of the PSF
casino night, some of the more conservative-leaning students here at M'arshallWythe wonder if giving to PSF is such a
good idea after alL
Is the leadership of PSF biased against
conservatives?
Can a conservative get funding to work
for an organization that say, works to
eliminateaffmnativeactionortheEnvironmental Protection Agency?
Should a conservative have a crisis of
conscience when she gives to an organization that spins off money to long-haired,
hippie types ?
Last year, Paul Ziegler(2L), Navy Lieutenant, spring gun apologist and rabid
right-wing agitator, wrote a check to PSF,
but after much soul-searching, he revoked
his donation; he wekhed. I asked Paul
what troubled him so much as to provoke
him to identify himself as a dirty, rotten,
Indian-giving s.o.b.
"You know what I want to read <~bout?"
he responded. "l want to read about how
'The Only Thing That Will Save You Now
is Pumping Iron.' That would interest me.
Do I have to write a column for that stupid
paper? So all the fat, nasty-lookin' slobs
like yourself can get in the gym and do a
little P.T. and I won 'thaveto look at all this
nastiness when l come to school? I feel
degraded just lookin' at you. Look at
yourself. when you walk by a mirror with
your shirt off, what keeps you from jumping out the window? Nasty. Do you even

ownacomb? Didyoushavetoday? lfyou
don' t have any respect for yourself, how
about a little respect for your classmates?
Disgusting. Ifl were you, you know what
I'd do? I'd swing by the sporting goods
store and pick up a shotgun. Then I'd
drive down to Virginia Beach. I'd wade out
into the ocean. And then I'd blow my
goddamn brains into the Atlantic. You
make mesick."
That settled, I asked Mr. C (whose
name will be concealed for my own protection), who applied for PSF funding last
year only to get rejected. Mr. Cclaims that
a woman on the PSF board, which is responsible for making funding decisions,
told him flat out that he would not get
funding because he planned to work for a
judge and not some lily-livered, left-wing,
Abbie Hoffman Iovin' pinko factory.
"We went out dancing and then we
were rollin' back t.o the crib site," explains
Mr. C.
'~I had copies of my application [for
PSF funding] in the car and she asked me
ifshe could see it. It was sitting right there.
I said sure, I don't give a#@$%. Then she
says 'Foo' you ain't gettin' no fundin'.
You workin' for a judge. We only fund in'
Green Peace and ACLU and all that.' And
this was AFTER I had asked her ifi should
applyforthedamn thing~$%#@&! I said,
Girl why didn' t you tell me that before I
wasted all my damn time? Like I ain't got
nothin' better to do. I don't mind them
stiff-arming all you Clarence Thomas
Iovin' Republican mugs, but damn, hook a
brother Uuuuup . ... And I didn't hit it
neither ... Wasteamydamntime. I still get
more@$$ than you though. Damn Dog,

Give

to

PSF?

when y~u gonna represent? And don't freaks and leave the rest of us in the poor
give me none a your honky boo$#!! ' bout house. ' Oh and by the way, let me take
standards. You ain' t got no !!tandards. away yer cigarettes. Let me take away yer
Youadirtymug. lknowyou. JoeGrogan NASCAR --you don ' tneed no more Mark
a dirty mug. You walk around in your Martin Winston Cup Championship. Let
country-club lookin' sweater vests and all me bum the Constitution. You don't need
that, lookin' all clean cut, but you a dirty that gun. Let us jack-booted thugs take it.
mug. Hooker Iovin' freak nasty. And you You can trust us. We Care. See the tear?
ain't got nothin'. Don ' t do no good to sit See the crippled guy? He' s with us. We
'roundtellin' me stories 'bout some Ho at feel yerpain. We ' re all aboutyerpain. Let
the yacht club this summer. Boy, you Big Brother make all yer decisions fer ya'
gottastartlivin' in the NOW! Don'tgimme 'Cause yer not smart enough to think fer
none a your fantasy time. Does this loo~ . yerself. Here's yer commie health care, and
like Disney World to you? Do I look like yer income redistribution. Now just sit
Mickey Mouse? Boy, you gotta get you back with yer marijuana pipe and yer welsome. Ain't you worried 'bout people fare and yer illegitimate kids.Don 'tworry.
talkin' about you? $#!%, l would be."
LetBarbara Boxer and Donny Shallaly and
Don Martin, President ofthe Federalist old Teddy 'Sorry 'bout the body in the
Society, scourge of elitist professors, a2L backseat' Kennedy' take care a ya'.'
with a reputation as a conservative of Soooweee! That dog don ' t hunt in my
courage, not some summer soldier, not neighborhood. Let them ·come done to
one of those guys who's all for the Dems Wytheville, and get a little good old-fashwhen they're on top but who's all for the ioned, southern fried whip-ass. Wouldn't
Republican Party when the President's that be glorious?"
out there taking hits for being Oh I don't
Sung Choi, a liberal of conscience, a
know, A GODDAMN, SOLIPSISTIC, contemplative humanist who always has
QUASI-RAPIST, SOCIOPATH-- No, not something cogent and well-reasoned to
one of those guys -- Don Martin would say when he offers an opinion, defended
carry the banner through hell if necessary PSF, but I can't remember what he said,
- "Say Don whereya' been? Stick around. and I lost my notebook.
I want ya' to meet Dick Nixon."-- Don
Questions, comments and death
Martin, surprisingly, has an opinion about threats should be addressed to the Amicus hanging file, tare of ''The. Legal
all this.
"[As future GovemorofVirginia,] I'm Realist. " Actual physical abuse should
not really all that sure what the story is on be addressed to Joe Grogan personally.
all that PSF stuff. I mean I know those Don 't complain to us, cause we never see
liberal freaks are screwing us over. Of him and like to keep it that way.
course they are. That's what they're all
about. Good day. They want to take yer
money, give it to them hippy, long-hair

New releases from Lauryn Hill and The eels
By Mark Ramos
Lauryn Hill, Tire Miseducation of
Lauryll Hill
I get the feeling that when all is said
and done, this will be considered a musthave CD, and for good reason: there's not ·
a bad track on the disc. You probably first
heard Lauryn Hill with her fellow Fugees
in 1996' s TheScore(morespecifically, the
cover of" Killing Me Softly"). Since then,
the Fugees- Hill, Wyclef Jean and Praz
-have been concentrating on quality solo
work. This disc is a great way to appreciate h.er skills and talent. Stations have
begun playing one of the bonus tracks,
the layered "I Want You Baby" cover.
If you didn'tknow, Hill isoneofmost
versatile vocalists iri the business. She
raps with a certain intelligence and "don' t
mess with me" authority, dispensing personal reflection and commentary (There's
o~e or two swears, but it's-neither rampant nor vulgar.) LiketheFugees' group

and solo work, ~ill's lyrics show an intel- out there, but Lauryn Hill's Miseducation
ligence and maturity that's a refreshing .will be required material for hip-hop scholchange from much ofthe "player" hip-hop ars, and will educate mainstream listeners
on the radio and video stations. Hill stands on how cool, accessible and musicallytalented skilled hip-hop artists can be.
strong without just stroking her ego . .
Here's the thing, though: Hill can sing.
I mean , she can really sing. In eels, Electro-Sirock Blues
Miseducation, Hill balances her raps by
Where Lauryn HilLswitches styles flushowing offhermore traditional vocal tal- idly, the eels' (yes, no capital letters, in an
ents. Hill sings several matureR' n' 8 songs e e cummings sort-of-way) sophomore
with enough rhythm and strength to keep disc is just hodgepodge. Which is dis~p
pointing, given the promise of tracks like
them from being "Lite Music" material.
The musical arrangements are also well- "Novacaine for the Soul" and "Rags to
thought-out. Hill is backed up wi$ cool Rags" off 1996's Beautiful Freak. (1996
guitar and bass work, original drum beats was a good year for music).
I can be positive, and note that it's clear
and even horns. The music is complex,
balanced and well-produced. Sounds of a music that moves at a decent pace, and has
.grade school classroom discussing love lots of interesting experimentation, with
provide a smooth interlude between tracks qiiirkysounds and noises on several tracks.
that adds a certain innocence to the album "My Descent Into Madness" intersperses
and echoes the Hill's reminiscing on "Ev- (great word, eh?) well-placed strings to
add a false pleasantryto e' s lonely, lunatic
ery Ghetto, Every City".
There are other quality hip-hop discs lyrics (yeah, "e" is the lead singer; if you

really want to know, "e" came first, then
formed"eels"). "P.S. YouRockMyWorld"
again adds strings, this time to contribute
a sense of feeling to the lyrics' thoughtful
reflection. .
The fact is, it's not a bad disc, but it
doesn't have any consistency. The first
halfhas a cool sound that'd be great for a
Halloween party, while the lasthalfis more
introspective. Most tracks are between
2:00 and 3:30 long, so most don't sound
complete.
Final Judgment (yeah, I know - you try
doing this stuff without lawyer puns):·
Lauryn Hill's disc is defmitely worth buying, regardless of your musical tastes.
Don't touch the eels unless you're a fan or
you dig short experimental tracks and incomplete albums. Thanks to the Bandbox
for lending both CDs this week. Remember, I'll happily entertain column titles
better than "Trial By Ear-or", or suggestions on albums to review. See Y.OU in two.
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Report

from

By JeffTimmers
There are a number of social and academic opportunities for students in the corning weeks, many of them
brought to you at least in part by the Student Bar Association.
For those of you who haven't noticed, we have once
again been lucky enough _to get Padow's Deli to return to
the law school to sell sandwiches and other foods for
lunch. They will be selling sandwiches from approximately II :OOa.rn. until! : 15 p.'rn ." Mondaythrough Thursday each week. If you would hke to order a particular
lunch, you may do so ahead of time by speaking with the
salesman. Otherwise, they will be providing a variety of
lunch options for us. Padow's management has been
really great throughout the entire process of trying to

the

SBA

bring them back,.and I encourage you to patronize their
Richmond Road location as well (in the same complex as
the Food Lion).
Also, after the elections are over, the Honor Council
application process will begin for first-year justices. Applications for these positions will be available on the SBA
door next week and will oe due the following week. An
interview process will follow, with the SBA and Honor
Council selecting the five new justices.
Also, beginning soon, the SBA will be sponsoring the
beginning of swing dance classes for a group of law
students. We are currently attempting to line up a facility
for the dance classes on campus. There will be a minimal
cost for the instructor' s fees , but everything will be
arranged by the SBA and Eric Weissman (3L) and Mark
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President

Matthews (3L). If you are interested in taking these
·
classes, please contact me, Eric or Mark.
Finafly, Fall from Grace, the law school'sannual semiformal Fall dance will be held this year on Saturday,
October 17min Trinkle Hall in the University Center on the
Main Campus. Tickets will go on sale the week before Fall
Break (October 12-13) and tickets may be purchased at
any time and at the door. Ticket prices, however, will be
discounted for those who purchase their tickets in advance. Tickets purchased prior to Fall Break will be $10
per person, _and any tickets purchased at the door will be
$15 per person.
If you have any questions about any SBA activities,
or wou ld like to volunteer your time, please contact any
SBA representative. Thank you .

SBA VP says ...

Buy

FFG

tickets

Greetings. Here is the information many people have
wanted regarding various social activities. The October
8 Bar Review is scheduled for J.M. Randall ' s. There is no
Bar Review the week ofF all from Grace.
Fall From Grace has been scheduled for Saturday
October 17 (This Is the weekend after Fall Break, so
everyone should be well rested). Mark your calendars
now, because as usual, this promises to be a banner event
in the law school social year. Last year the tickets ranged
from $10-$15 depending on when you bought your ticket.
This year the tickets should be in a similar price range. The
event will be held at Trinkle Hall again and should run from
around 8:00p.m. to 12:30 a.m .
The SBA and the Law Review are planning a series of
lunchtime seminars with various professors during the
remainder of the semester. Last year the SBA provided
only sodas, but this year we will also provide lunches
(from Padow's)thanks to funding from the law school and
the Law Review.
The purpose of the lunches is to give students and
faculty a chance to interact in a more intimate setting
outside the classroom and discuss a subject of mutual
interest. We plan to alternate the days that the lunches
are scheduled to allow all students, regardless of their
class schedule, a chance to sigh up for a lunch. Look for
the sign-up sheets on the bulletin board near the hanging
files.
Dean Reveley also issued a challenge to this year' s 3L
class. The class of 1998 donated over $50,000 to the law
school. This donation was impressive for any law school. ·
It isuptotheclassofl999to rneetorbeattheclassofl998.
There is certainly more to come about this subject.
The law school is now in the process of selecting an
architect for the building addition . In case you did not
know, the General Assembly approved the changes and
wi II allow the law school to proceed with the addition that
will add approximately 19,000 square feet of new space. ·
Soon, the law school will be one step closer to solving our
space constraints.
A few last thoughts: the social committee can use any
help you can offer to plan Fall From Grace. Also, keep the
last weekend in January open - it looks like the first
annual ski trip to Snowshoe, WV will take place that
weekend. Additionally, I would like to know your thoughts
about returning to last year' s venue for Barrister' s Ball. If
anyone has any comments or suggestions about other
activities they would like to see sponsored by the SBA,
please contact Doug Dziak.

ASAP

Appendix to SBA VP report
Just a reminder, the tickets for Fall From Grace are on
sale. I would strongly encourage you to buy them early
and save on the cost. You can obtain an order form in the
lobby by filling out the sheet and depositing into the black
box on the table, or placing it my hanging file(Doug Dziak,
3L)or JeffTirnrners' (3L)hangingfile.
At this point, it appears thatAramark will provide bar
and catering services for FFG. We will serve appetizers,
cheese and crackers, beer, and mixed drinks. This is
always one ofthe highlights ofthe fall social calendar and
I strongly encourage everyone to attend if you will be in
Williamsburg that weekend. Remember when you buy
your tickets early, you save on the cost of the ticket.
On an academic note, the sign-ups are posted for the
faculty-student lunch series. This series is designed to
facilitate small group discussions about some topic of
mutual interest between students and faculty. I encourage everyone to try to.attend one lunch each semester.
As an incentive, the S.B.A. and the Law Review are
providing lunch and soda for each participant. (The
International Law Society will cosponsor the lecture by
international law professor Kevin Kennedy.)
If you sign-up you may order any sandwich on the
Padow 's menu that costs less than $4.50. (Padow's
menus are available in the law school lounge near the
fridge.
·
We needyour lunch order two days before the lunch!
In order to ensure the maximum numberofstudents can
participate, we ask thaty ou only sign-up for one lecture
per semester. Please see the S.B.A. bulletin board for
sign-ups. We have scbeduled five lunches this semester ·
and may add a sixth.
We will thencontinuetheseriesnextsernester. I would
also like any feedback that you have to.irnprove the series.
There is no Bar Review for either October 8 or 15, due
to Fall Break and FFG. I apologize for the problems at
Pitcher's sports bar. The manager tentatively agreed to
give us happy hour specials but they obviously did not.
We are trying to arrange a Bar Review for Cary Street
Tavern on October 22 and J.M. Randall's (always a fan
favorite) will hostthe Bar Review on the 29 from 8-11 p.m.
(The specials for that night include $1 domestic drafts, $2
highballs and !tS price appetizers).
Enjoy your fall break.
Concerns and questions regarding SEA matters can
be addressed to Doug Dziak (JL) or JeffTimmers (JL) via
hanging file or personal contact.

Meet your
student
leaders
Eunice Kim, Moot Court Chief Justice
Mark Ramos, National Trial Team President
Jennifer Tatum, PAD ChiefCounsel
Kindra Gromelski, PDP President
Tom Keams, Student Legal Services Director
Dov Szego, Student Legal Services Director
Janet F orville, Bill ofRights Journal Editor
Anne Nelson, Environmental Law & Policy
Review Editor
Katy Kedian, Law Review Editor
Rebecca Silberbogen, Journal ofWomen &
the Law Editor
JeffTimmers, SBA President
Bill Edwards, Honor Council ChiefJustice

The Amicus
Announcement Policy
The Amicus is the studentnewspaperofthe William &
Mary Law School. As such, we are pleased to print
announcements from any student organization or
about any event of interest to the law school community.
Submissions should be turned in to The Amicus hanging file or to the hanging file of Dana Loftis (3L).
Su_brnissions must be signed and must contain a
phone number of the person making the submission.
The Amicus does not vouch for the accuracy of the
statements contained in the announcements printed
on this page.
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"It Could Happen ! "

What to ·b elieve
By Jeff Polich
As we are now a few short weeks ·into
a bright, new, shiny, season of college
football , allow me to share with you the
one thing that l despise more than any·
thing in the world.
' Is it war," you ask. No, l can handle
that. Without war there would be nothing
to watch on the History Channel.
" Disease?" No , without disease there
wouldn ' t be any malpractice suits.
" So, what is it," you ask? Well, I' II tell
you. It's Notre Dame.
I hate their history.
I hate their uniforms.
I hate that both Catholicism and some
pagan Irish cult are on their ~ide.
I hate that NBC gave them that stupid
contract.
I hate that they v ere too good for a
mediocre bm I game two years ago .
·
I hate their attitude.
I hate that they won ' tjoin the Big Ten
(eleven, whatever).
l hate when they recruit players out of
Michigan.
I hate their all-time winning percentage
(although they still don ' t have the most
wins).

And 1 really do still nate Lou Holtz.
That aside, here' s what I like.
Rudy. That' s right, that sappy movie
starring the kid from Goonies who plays
for the Notre Dame practice squad and
gets the you know what kicked out of him
for four years before he finally gets to play
in the lastgameofhis sen ior season. After
all that build-up, the movie climaxes as he
makes a meaningless sack of the Georgia
Tech quarterback in a game that Notre

•

•

movies about sports

Ill

Rose Bowl for six years?" I
yelled, as my date explained to
the officer that she really
didn't have that much cash on
her.
But a couple of years
later, as the Irish were stumbling their way through a 7-4
season, and I was avoiding
class, mid-terms, life, etc., I
decided that Rudy was the best
thing on cable and sat down to
watch it. A scant 85 minutes
later I was a quivering mass of
teary flesh , Irish to the core.
"Gae get' im, lad! " I shouted at
the television as my girlfriend
went to vis it a "friend" at another fraternity. .
Now , don ' t get me
wrong, I still hate Notre Dame.
But Hollywood, like it is wont
to do, was able to turn me
around, if only briefly, to see
that maybe there is something
to all this sappy Notre Dame
tradition .

Hall ofFamers JeffPolich/Roberto Clemente
Dame easily has in hand and the players
carry him off the field. Pure Hollywood
schmaltz.
Please understand, it took me a while to
see ~is movie. When I first saw the trailer
I was furious .
"This is an outrage! " I screamed, as
ushers scuttled toward my row . " Where is
the movie about Fielding Yost's point a
minute' squad from the University of
Michigan that went to Pasadena and beat
Stanford so bad they didn ' t play another

"Yeah, yeah," you say, "there goes
Polich, getting suckered again by some
'real-life' movie that' s got about as much
truth in it as an affidavit from the President." But, here ' s the kicker. Rudy actually exists!
I was going to send my crack investigative reporter to South Hend to venty thts
amazing fact, but the Notre Dame alums I
heard it from in a bar swore they were
telling the truth. Sounds good to me. Plus,
I don't have a crack investigative reporter

and, if I did, he certainly wouldn ' t have
time to go to South Bend and get my Legal
Skills work done.
So anyway, hear's the scoop. All that
crapola in the movie that went on off-thefield was probably a bunch of grade-A
hooey that southern California dishes out
like creamed corn at an elementary-school
cafeteria. However, there really was a
walk-on football player at Notre Dame in
the mid-70's nained Rudy. He really did
make a sack in that game against Georgia
Tech. And he really is the last person to
be carried off the field at Notre Dame.
So here's the lesson to be learned.
When watching sports movies .based on
real sports-related events, realize that the
only kernel of truth is generally in the onfield action. I think that really says something about sports in general. The only
part of the story sleazy Hollywood screenwriters keep their hands off of is the result
of the actual sporting event or events that
the story is based upon. Because they feel
the result is sacred? NO! They ' d make
sure Titanic made it across the Atlantic
fifty times iftheythought you'd pay to see
it. It's because the true result is good
enough for a movie without changing it
around. I like that.
Oh, yeah, those guys from Notre Dame
also told me that Rudy has a beer belly and
is generally useless, but that the administration at Notre Dame feels obligated to
make sure ne doesn ·t starve to deam, so
they have him do yard work around campus. How about that! A real-life Forrest
Gump.

More Clip 'n ' Save Marshall- Wythe Trading Cards! Collect them all! '

This week: Rarely Used Talents ...
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· Monday, October 5
First Monday: A series of discussions on human rights issues, sponsored by OCPP,
PSF and ALSA . This month's topic: The Roger Coleman case, moderated by Professor
Levy, with guest speaker John Tucker, author of May God Have Mercy. Discuss the
finer points of whether or not Coleman should have been executed, whether he had a
fair trial whether you would spend two years doing a pro bono case.
IBRLSymposium Orga nizational Meeting: Room 120 at 12:50 p.m. Anyone interested
in helping plan for the 1999 Student Division Symposium is welcome to come or contact
Alicia Lewis (3 L) or Vivieon Kelley (3L ). The symposium is student planned and the topic
is related to the Bill of Right?.
.
Gay Student Support Group: Meetse ery Monda evening\ hileschool is in session
from 9:00- I 0:00p.m. in the catacombs under St. Bede's church on Ruchmond Road.
Strictly confidential. Need not clarify your own sexuality in order to attend.
Tuesday, October 6
· Women's Soccer: Tribe vs. American, 7:30p.m . How would that sound if it were the
Phoenix vs. American? Pretty crappy, I'd say.
Wednesday, October 7
Field Hockey: Tribe s. Richm.ond, 4:30p.m. Or you could mow your lawn. Or scrub
you1 toilet.
·
Men's Soccer: Tribe vs. Loy<,> Ia, 7:00p.m. Don't know where, don't care where. If you
are that interested, we here at the Amicus ha e great faith in your abil ity to find the game.
St. George Tucke r Lecture: "The Democratic Constitution: Reflections on Abortion
Affirmative Action and the Independent Counsel," Neal Devins Goodrich Professor of
Law. 3 p.m., room TBA . Thank god for Bill and Monica, or the law school would have
nothing to lecture about this year.
Lecture: "The Future of the Dayton Peace Process: Interpreting the Recent Elections
in Bosnia "presented by Dr. Mihailo Cmobmja at 7:30p.m. in the Reves Room . If you
can correctly pronounce his name and you are not of Balkan descent, the Amicus will
give you a prize.
1}wrsday, October 8
Fr ee Dep ression Screening: anonymous screening with a professional.· 11:00 a.m.-2
p.m. and5 :00p.m.- 7:00p.m. in the York Room ofthe UC. Mostlikely, youaredepressed.
The cause, however, is law school. The only cure is graduation .'
HOLD M I : Help ing Others Learn about and Deal with the Mentally Ill, meets every
Thursday at 8 p. m. in Washington I 0 I . Or you could j ust hang out in the naug' and chat
with some of your co llegues .. It's about the same thing.
Friday, October 9
W & M Wo men's T ennis Tourna ment: Through October 11 . If you are stuck in
Williamsburg with so little to do that you want to go watch a tennis tournament, maybe
you should just study or something. There's always beer, you know.
S aturday, October 10
TheUnofficia iBeginning of Fall Break:This is when you leave town at top speed and
don't look back .. 1Ls,justtry not to study too hard, OK? Same goes for you Law Review
and Journal types. Don't forget to drink plenty of beer. You don't want to dehydrate.
Men's and Wom en's Swimm ing: W&M Pentathalon, 9:00a.m.
Field Hockey: vs. Connecticut, 12:00 noon .
Tribe Football: vs. Delaware, I :00 p.m. atZable Stadium.
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Sunday, October 11
Field Hockey: vs. Pennsylvania, 1:00 p.m.
Monday , October 12
Th e official beginning of Fall Brea k: You should just about be relaxed by now, unless
you are Dennis.
Tuesday, October 13
.
Spanish Herita ge Month: Celebrate your Spanish heritage, or somebody's Spanish
heritage this month . Speak some Spanish, eat paella, visit Florida, whatever.
Wednesday, October 14
Tangelo: a club aiming to establish an artcommunityon campus (on this campus?) meets
e ery Wednesday from 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. in Andrews Hall for life drawing. Hey kids,
I think that means naked. As in, totally nude. Like, no clothes on dude.
Flu Shots Ava ila ble: Beginning October I, flu shots have been avai lable in the Death,
I mean Health, Center. They are also available today in the UC from I I :00 a.m. until3 :00
p.m . The shots cost $7.00 for students and $10.00 for faculty and staff. Please·get a flu
shot so that you don't spread your hard-headed pestilence around the law school.
Th ursday, October I 5
C heese Sho p Art Contest: If you want to help one ofWilliamsburg's most successful
merchants of high-cholesterol, high-fat foods by designing a special Christmas wine
label, today is the last day to submit your original artwork.
Last Day for Sub missions: If you want to be published in the Amicus, or you have a
letter to the editor, announcement or calendar event. you must have it in to the Amicus
hanging
by today, noon . Don't even try to get by with later.
Much Ado About Nothing: It's Shakespeare and it's happening here. 8:00p.m., October
15, 16and 17 and 2:00p.m. October 18 in Phi Beta Kappa Hall. editor's note: I have seen
W&M Shakespeare before, and it is better than no Shakespeare at all, and not anywhere
near the worst I have ever seen.
Friday , October I o
Peddler's Ma r ket: a craft show in the UC to benefit SWEM. II :00 a.m. - 2:00p.m.
Ewell Concert Series: a free concert in the Wren Chapel at 8:30p.m. "The Power of
Love: Italian, French and English Music of the 17th Century." After that, you can go
home, watch "Steel Magnolias," play Yatzee and do Aerobics. Should be a great time.
S aturday, October 17
·
Fall- From Grace: get out your best clean underwear, your dancing shoes, and get on
the livertransp lantwaiting !ist--this is a night to remember! Trinkle Hall, 8:00p.m. until
12:30 a.m . Funny, it doesn't sound like long enough to get into that much trouble . ..
AA Meeting: IfF all From Grace isn't on your wagon, maybe Alcoholics Anonymous
is. Meets every Friday at 5:00p.m. at Braxton House, 522 Prince George Street, across
from the Band Box. For info call22 1-43 86.
Sunday, October I 8
Last Day to See Hung Liu Exhibit! The Muscarelle Museum of Art, open Monday
through Friday, I 0:00a.m. until4:45 p.m. and weekends from 12: 00 noon until4:00 p.m.
No Charge. The exhibit is "Hung Liu: A Ten-Year Survey 1988-1998."
Monday, October 19
The A micus: This is our next publication date. Any questions or comments? Contact
Dana Loftis (3 L) or Chris Garber (3 L) via hanging file.

file

)lease submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Dana Loftis (3.L ), or the Amicus hanging file. Entries
nav include activities soonsored by law school organizations main camous or community events.

. Every week in this space,
1
I we will feature an abandoned
1law student who needs a
rhome.
I Spotted on the bus ride
lhome from Mitty' s a few
I weeks ago, Bob surprised
: everyone with his inventive
style of greeting everyone.
1
1 Sorry, Bob, our censor1ship requirements may have
I spoiled your message.

1Since he gave us a valuable I
1suggetion for trading cards, 1
1we decided tQ feature Scott, 1
I at least until we get some I
I more pictures.
I
I McBride impressed ev-1
: eryone in the alley with his:
1
1bowling skills.
1 It seems clear from this 1
1picture how much Scotti
I loves the sport
· I
I
I

Amanofmanytalents, this 1 1 For a trip WAY back
1
Anglo-Americanwowedthe.r 1down memory lane, check 1
Casino Night crowds with 1 1out the moves our mystery 1
his dazzling display of card I I man showed at the 1997 1
dealing.
I IPSF Date Auction.
I
Little known, but equally I ' I While our scantily-clad I
impressiveareTyler'shard-1 lfriendismuch morestingey I
learned b_artricks.
: :withhisdancingthesedays, :
He clmms to have other 1 1one can only hope that his
1
skills as well, but these we 1 1remarkabletalentre-appears 1
were unable to confirm them I 1at least once before gradua- 1
by press time.
I ltion.
1
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